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Andhra Pradesh’s Higher Education Department
passed an order changing the name of the Telugu
Akademi in the state to Telugu and Sanskrit Akademi.
The Telugu Akademi was first established in formerly
...
Explained: The controversy over renaming the
'Andhra Pradesh Telugu Akademi'
Telugu Akademi chairperson N Lakshmi Parvathi
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ridiculed the Opposition for making a hue and cry
over renaming the Akademi.
‘Renaming Akademi is to develop Telugu, Sanskrit’
Akademi chairperson Lakshmi Parvati sees nothing
wrong in renaming; TDP says decision against very
objective of establishing it, raises assets sharing with
TS ...
Andhra Pradesh government's move to add Sanskrit
to Telugu Akademi gets mixed response
Sanskrit, which is the origin of several Indian
languages, has an undeniable influence on Telugu,
Education Minister Adimulapu Suresh said on
Wednesday. Hence, the State government will ensure
...
Sanskrit’s influence on Telugu undeniable: Education
Minister
The State government on Saturday changed the name
of the Telugu Akademi as ‘Telugu and Sanskrit
Akademi’ under Rule 2 (vii) of the Telugu Akademi
Rules, and included Special Chief Secretary / Principa
...
Telugu Akademi renamed as Telugu and Sanskrit
Akademi
The university, this year, has introduced many new
courses ranging from short certificate courses to
extensive undergraduate and postgraduate
programmes. Here is a comprehensive list of the new
...
All new courses to be offered by IGNOU from
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academic year 2021-22
As a part of multiple initiatives, students will now be
able to get online certificates in a hassle-free manner.
Jaipur's Sanskrit University takes a smart turn with
proposed digital revamps!
In an attempt to promote 'Sanskrit language' in Uttar
Pradesh, the state government has decided to provide
virtual training to interested candidates. All the
people who want to speak, read and learn ...
Uttar Pradesh to offer free, virtual Sanskrit classes for
all to promote the 'Language of God'
Orientalism in Germany drew on two separate
sources, the relationship between the Ottoman and
Holy Roman (later Habsburg) Empires on the one
hand, and the “Oriental Renaissance” spurred by the
...
The Indo-German Identification: Reconciling South
Asian Origins and European Destinies, 1765-1885
Mysore/Mysuru: Co-operation and District in-Charge
Minister S.T. Somashekar visited the office of
‘Sudharma,’ one and only Sanskirt Daily newspaper in
the world, here on Monday and offered tributes to ...
Somashekar visits ‘Sudharma’ office, offers tributes to
late Editor
Today's video is about a recent event that has caused
a flutter among bank nifty traders. The RBI has issued
a new 10 year benchmark bond with a higher interest
rate. This means banks will have to ...
Heads Up Bank Nifty Traders
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Yoga helps in intellectual and mental development.
The word yoga originated from three different
elements in the Sanskrit language ... achieve the Yoga
system in its full manifestation.
Yoga is the carrier of development of virtues
Amaravati (Andhra Pradesh) [India], July 10 (ANI):
Andhra Pradesh government on Saturday changed the
name of 'Telugu Akademi' to 'Telugu and Sanskrit
Akademi.' The state government has issued 4 ...
Andhra govt changes name of Telugu Akademi to
Telugu and Sanskrit Akademi, likely to stir
controversy
A webinar on “Hermitage culture in ancient India: Its
Relevance in present times ... Prof RVK Rama Krishna
Sastry, Visiting Professor (Sanskrit) was invited to
deliver the lecture as the ...
‘Don’t destroy nature for sake of dev’
Vijayawada (Andhra Pradesh) [India], July 12 (ANI):
The Opposition parties have objected to the Andhra
Pradesh government's move to change the name of
'Telugu Akademi' to 'Telugu and Sanskrit ...
Oppn slams Andhra govt for changing name of 'Telugu
Akademi'
Ramesh Pokhriyal stepping down as education
minister on Wednesday came just ahead of the Modi
government completing a year of its biggest ... the
use of Sanskrit in the development of computers.
Nishank resigned as education minister just ahead of
NEP completing a year
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Hence, although several weeks have elapsed since
the dawn of the solar festival in mid-April this year,
ruminating on its evolution and development thus far
cannot ... The month of Bak (bhagya in ...
HIDDEN FACTS ABOUT OUR SOLAR FESTIVAL
In Malayalam, the official language of the
southwestern Indian state of Kerala, as well as in
Sanskrit ... it.” Development need not be detrimental
to the environment and its inhabitants ...
Save Lakshadweep: Indian island dwellers protest
tourism development plans, fearing they will lose their
homes
As the avid historian of China’s insulated dynastic
past knows, the Century of Humiliation, from
1839-1939, had as its centerpiece ... through the
Portuguese, from Sanskrit.
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